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At Newport Infant School we recognise the significance of raising standards in English. 

 

Rationale for the policy. 

 

Literacy is a core subject of the curriculum and is central to the wider curriculum and fundamental to children’s 

learning inside and outside of school. We believe children develop their use of language by looking at patterns, 

structures and origins, which in turn helps them to play a full role as individuals in society.  

 

Purpose of the policy 

 

The purpose of this policy is to offer guidance to staff, parents and governors on the role of Literacy within our 

school curriculum offer. This policy also ensures that English is given a high priority within our school and that it 

is taught regularly in every class using the guidance from the New Primary National Curriculum (2014) or the 

requirements of the Early Years Foundation Stage.  

 

Statutory Requirements 

 

In the Early Years Foundation Stage (Reception) children are given opportunities to: 

• speak and listen and represent ideas in their activities. 

• use communication, language and literacy in every part of the curriculum. 

• become immersed in an environment rich in print and possibilities for communications 

• take part in daily phonics lessons. 

 

At Key Stage One children build on their learning from the Foundation Stage.   

• They are taught to read unfamiliar words by applying the phonics strategies they have learned.   

• Learn to speak more confidently and listen to what others have to say.   

• Begin to write independently when exploring language through their own experiences or the imaginary 

world.  

• Develop their handwriting skills by focussing on letter formation and building on to joining their letters 

to write in a continuous cursive style. 

 

Literacy across the curriculum 

 

We recognise that Literacy skills should be regularly applied in every subject area and that, where appropriate, 

literacy teaching should be linked with other areas of the curriculum.  The teaching of Literacy, through access 

to quality texts, is an important part of the SMSC offer.  This is evidenced through the medium and short term 

planning including links with other subjects. 

 

In order for this to be successful pupils are encouraged to: 

• Use spoken and written language confidently and for a range of purposes. 

• Enjoy the process of reading and writing. 

• Reflect on the structure of language and discuss its effects across the genre.  

 

Aims 

In –line with the framework for Literacy, Spoken Language, Reading, Writing and Spelling, Grammar and 

Punctuation are equally represented within the effective teaching of English across the school. 
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Spoken Language 

 

Our aim is to help children to: 

• value the language they bring with them via their families, community or culture. 

• Express themselves in an effective and appropriate manner to a wide range of audiences and for a range 

of purposes. 

• Confidently and as accurate as possible use correct standard English. 

• Use spoken language to support and extend their learning across the curriculum. 

• Listen to others attentively beginning to understand other people’s viewpoints. 

• Express clearly their own ideas to others in a manner that allows for an exchange of opinions. 

 

In order for children to be successful opportunities for drama and discussion are carefully planned and integrated 

within the cross curricular offer.  The opportunity to participate within the offer of ‘Circle Time’, assemblies, 

sharing assemblies to parents, Christmas productions and End of Year Plays demonstrates the importance of this 

element of English across our curriculum and these opportunities are wholeheartedly embraced. 

 

Reading 

 

Our aim is that all children should: 

• Be independent readers. 

• Be able to read fluently with understanding and confidence. 

• Be able to read in ways that support and extends learning across the curriculum. 

• See reading as enjoyable and rewarding. 

• Be able to access a wide range of texts 

 

Throughout the year we plan opportunities to encourage and celebrate reading.  This includes attractive, well 

stocked classroom book corners, visits to our local library, World Book Week, Author visits, reading plays, high 

quality texts linked to our topic, competitions like ‘Winter/Spring Reading Challenges’ and ‘Get Caught Reading’ 

challenges, stories in assemblies and also Book Fairs.  To promote reading further children access: 

• the school library each week 

• story sacks (bags containing a range of books, artefacts and activities around a theme) each term.   

 

We run a Rocket into Reading Scheme which offers certificates as rewards for children reading outside of school. 

Children record books they have read in a passport in order to pass through planets and eventually reaching the 

Sun where they will receive a free book of their own choice.  Children are encouraged to choose a home basket 

book every day from a levelled colour to read at home with parents and a book of their choice from school library 

to take home weekly. 

 

We have large range of texts to assist pupils in learning the skills of reading. These include Oxford Reading 

Scheme books, a variety of phonic books, Project X, Chuckles books and Bug Club books. We subscribe to a 

paperback and interactive package of Bug Club, which pupils can access at home and school.   

We encourage parents to support their child’s reading at home.  In order to demonstrate the importance of this, 

we hold an annual ‘Parent’s Reading Meeting’.  This meeting focuses on key messages and strategies that will 

support parents in reading with their child.  Alongside this meeting parents are given a handout of useful materials 

(Appendix 1) 

 

When children have read at home, parents are required to complete a home-school reading record (Appendix 2). 

We expect children to read at home at least three times a week.  Parents are also invited to workshops held 

within the school day to demonstrate how reading is taught and strategies delivered. 
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Daily reading offer 

 

Phonics 

 

Phonics is taught daily using the ‘Read, Write Inc. Phonics’ programme for children in Early Years Foundation 

Stage and Key Stage One.   

In Read, Write Inc. Phonics children learn to: 

• Decode quickly and effortlessly 

• Read common exception words on sight (Appendix 3) 

• Understand what they read 

• Read with fluency and expression 

• Spell easily using the graphemes/strategies learned. 

 

Children work in ability groups across each year group cohort.  They are assessed every half term and then put 

into groups. This is to ensure all children are challenged according to their ability and learning can be targeted 

to meet their individual need.  

Phonic sessions take place between 9.10 – 9.30am daily across the whole school.  Learning is recorded in phonic 

books and there is an expectation that the skills learned will be applied through writing on a daily basis in topic 

books. 

 

Reading  

 

Children at Newport Infants have regular opportunities to engage in independent and shared reading via class 

texts or whole class reads.   

Children also apply the reading skills taught during the ‘Guided Reading’ or ‘Reading Roundabout’ sessions in Key 

Stage One, which are held from 9.30-9.55am.  Here children are either guided or given independent opportunities 

across the week (Appendix 4) to apply or consolidate learning to retrieve, interpret or comprehend books through 

a range of activities. These sessions also allow for children to pre-read texts prior to being questioned about 

them to increase understanding and fluency. 

 

Guided Reading 

 

At Newport Infants we believe it is our role to immerse our children in reading.  As a result every child is taught 

reading skills/strategies in a small group every week led by a Class Teacher or an Additional Adult.  This session 

is carefully planned by the Class Teacher and aimed at the level that the group of children are working at.  The 

Planning sheet (Appendix 5 and 6) holds vital information to ensure this guided reading session has the most 

positive impact.  It shares the key Reading Focus’ (Appendix 7 and 8  ), the name and level of book and key 

questions.  These key questions are used to introduce the book and assess the child’s understanding of the key 

Reading Focus. During this session children are given opportunities to read independently or in pairs in order to 

develop fluency, inference and retrieval of information.  The planning sheet also allows for at a glance assessment.  

After each Guided Reading session an insert is attached to the child’s weekly Reading Record to inform the 

parents of the key Reading Focus. 

 

Assessment of Reading 

 

Reading is assessed termly in Key Stage One using PIRA tests (Summative assessment booklet) and on-going 

teacher assessment.  Teacher assessment is derived from guided reading sessions and supports evidence to 

indicate attainment within the Reading Curriculum (Appendix 9 and 10) and inform next steps.  Children are 

further assessed at the end of Year Two through the Key Stage One Statutory Assessment Tests (SATS). 
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Writing 

 

Our aim is that all children should: 

• Be independent confident writers 

• Be creative and imaginative 

• Have an interest in words and their meaning and a growing vocabulary 

• Understand and be able to write for different purposes 

• Use punctuation appropriate to Key Stage One 

• Plan and edit their own writing 

• Spell unknown words using their phonetic skills 

• Spell most common exception words 

• Write letters using the correct letter formation and orientation. 

• Write using a pre-cursive/continuous cursive style. 

 

At Newport Infant School we understand the importance of providing children with meaningful contexts for 

writing.  As a result all writing across our school is topic based and linked to high quality texts.  This allows for 

children to be given opportunities to write for real purposes and audiences.   

Writing skills are taught in daily literacy lessons and developed and applied through written activities across the 

curriculum.  Within lessons, teachers use a range of modelled, shared and guided writing in order to demonstrate 

and involve pupils in quality writing. 

 

Modelled writing 

 

This takes form in a ‘Wagoll’ (What A Good One Looks Like) where teachers share the expectation of the writing 

required through a pre-prepared text.  Upon share reading this Wagoll children are regularly given opportunities 

to share the key writing skills required from the piece of text. 

 

Shared Writing 

 

Often teachers will build a ‘Wagoll’ with the assistance of the children sharing their ideas by applying the key 

writing skills they have been taught. We believe this is a good way for children to reflect on their learning and 

build it to the required expectation in order to assist them when applying this strategy independently. 

 

Guided Writing 

 

At Newport Infants we believe every child should be given targeted intervention, with an adult, with their writing 

at least once during the school week.  As a result the Class Teacher, or an additional adult, works closely with 

small groups of children on a daily basis focussing on their next steps. This guided session is delivered during the 

main part of the Literacy lesson and lasts approximately 20 mins.  During this session the class teacher will 

scaffold children’s learning to ensure they are writing to the expectations required of them.  In order to show 

impact of this session a pink tick is used (tickled pink) to acknowledge positive aspects within the child’s writing 

and green symbols or words are used to demonstrate next steps (Green for Growth).  The main focus of the 

green pen is to target the fundamental writing skills that children are not using independently, for example, 

capital letters/full stops, finger spaces and spelling. Often adults guiding children will ask children to rewrite 

incorrectly spelt common exception words to consolidate the spelling of particular words. 

 

Marking of writing 

 

As well as the impact marking used during a guided writing session, other independent children’s work is ticked 

using a pink pen to acknowledge positive writing skills and green to identify areas of development.  On occasions  
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where fundamental errors have occurred ‘CTG’ (Close the Gap) is offered at the end of the piece of writing of 

independent writing for children to review and edit their work. See marking policy. 

 

Assessment 

 

Daily Learning 

 

At the end of each writing session, depending on the level of independence, children in Key Stage One regularly 

self/peer assess using the stepping stones (success criteria).  This is where they tick or draw a smiley face to 

show whether they/their partner believe(s) they have achieved this skill. We believe this is a good way for 

children to be reflective learners and to realise their own next steps. 

 

The stepping stones are finally highlighted pink or green according to success by the Class Teacher or the 

additional adult.  Pink identifies criteria that has been achieved and green represents criteria that is yet to be 

achieved or criteria that was not achieved independently.  Children are regularly referred to this teacher 

assessment the following day to inform them of their next steps.  Stepping stones are carefully selected to allow 

for children to achieve their learning objectives (Appendix   ) and a visual image is usually provided on the learning 

label for children to understand the stepping stones.  

 

Independent Writing 

 

At Newport Infant School we believe children should be offered opportunities to apply writing skills 

independently.  As a result, at least once a fortnight, children are given ‘A Chance to Shine’.  This is an opportunity 

for children to apply sentence and word level skills that they have been learning to produce an extended piece of 

writing. Teachers use this piece of work to provide children with next steps in their learning journey. In Key 

Stage One, as children’s independence increases, marking ladders (Appendix 11 and 12) are used to support 

assessment and to further inform next steps. In Year Two, during the Summer Term, children are encouraged to 

use these after a piece of writing, to self/peer assess.  

 

Moderation 

 

Writing is moderated within year groups on a half termly basis against the curriculum (Appendix 13 and 14).  

Alongside this books across each year group, including Early Years Foundation Stage are scrutinised by Senior 

Leadership Team on a half termly basis.  Progress/attainment of two different pieces of work are considered, 

one from the beginning of half term and one from the end.  Progress and attainment are carefully considered and 

recorded.    

 

A portfolio of moderated writing will be kept by the Literacy Coordinator. 

 

Attainment is then tracked on a tracking grid where the Head Teacher and Senior Leadership team then 

triangulate data and consider areas of strength and identify priorities for improvement. 

 

Handwriting 

 

The Literacy curriculum states that pupils need to understand from an early age that much of their writing will 

be read by other people and therefore needs to be accurate, legible and set out in an appropriate way.  We believe 

it is imperative that children see handwriting modelled in the same way we expect children to write. As a result 

Newport Infant School has a cursive rich environment.  The cursive font is embedded via displays on boards and 

environment across the whole of the school, learning labels, smartboard pages and even labels on books.  As a 

result, we believe children see this as a norm and learn to mirror this style of writing more readily. 
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Throughout Newport Infant School we use the ‘Teach Handwriting’ scheme.  This is progressive so that children 

develop their gross and fine motor skills alongside practising their letter formation on paper.  Correct letter 

formation is encouraged daily through written phonics and is taught at least two times a week for fifteen minutes.  

To promote motor control and eye/hand coordination children in Early Years Foundation Stage participate in 

activities such as: ball games, tearing/cutting/folding, threading, cutting, construction, jigsaw, toys and games, 

finger rhymes, pattern work, moulding, finger painting/tracing, lacing and buttoning. Pupils learn the proper pencil 

grip and begin to write pre-cursive letters on lined paper in Reception. 

 

In Key Stage One children have individual lined workbooks to practice and record their letter formation however 

they often use the line guides offered in the ‘Teach Handwriting’ scheme to consolidate orientation and relative 

sizes. Handwriting sessions include consolidation of correct seating position, hand and arm exercises, teacher 

modelling, children practising air writing and whiteboards.  

 

Alongside handwriting sessions, those children who require additional support with their fine or gross motor skills 

are supported through interventions such as ‘Cool Kids’, ‘Teodorescu’ and individually focussed support as advised 

via the Occupational Therapists.  

 

Children are also given opportunities to practice their handwriting during the day during the gross motor activities 

offered within the Early Years Foundation Stage and first thing in the morning when children enter their 

classroom. We believe this not only settles children quickly but helps to consolidate letter formation further. 

When children show improvements in their handwriting they are awarded a ‘Handwriting Hero!’ certificate with a 

reward of a special pencil in Year One and a handwriting pen in Year Two.  This award usually goes out to children 

who have shown improvement in handwriting across all their work and not just in the handwriting sessions.   

 

Spelling 

 

Spelling is taught in accordance, with the Literacy Curriculum with an emphasis on the teaching of phonics e.g. 

Read, Write Inc. strategies, conventions and rules.  Children in Year Two continue with the Letters and Sounds 

Phase 6 programme of study to ensure suffix rules are all covered and understood.  The spelling of common 

exception words are taught within both the phonics and the handwriting offer. The use of practical key words 

are encouraged during the Early Years Foundation Stage to consolidate the spelling of these and the use of 

Common Exception Word mats are used frequently in Key Stage One during writing sessions. All classes have 

interactive common exception words displays for children to access independently.  Children take part in weekly 

spelling tests, often referred to as “quizzes”. The words are practised at home during the week and are chosen 

based on their spelling pattern, focus sound or suffix rule they have been learning.  Records of the spelling tests 

are kept by the class teacher and used to inform next steps in learning.   

 

Spellings are differentiated to ensure that they are accessible to pupils and offer a good level of challenge.   

 

Grammar and Punctuation 

 

Our aim is that children should: 

 

Develop their understanding of the concepts: 

• Use expanded noun phrases 

• Use correct tense within writing 

• Use conjunctions to extend/explain ideas 

• Use commas to separate ideas and show pauses. 

• Use bullet points to demarcate a list 

• Use adverbs to describe a verb 
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• Recognise vocabulary and structures that are appropriate for speech in writing. 

• Use and understand the grammatical terminology. 

 

Pedagogy 

 

A clear, shared understanding of: 

• What makes good teaching as shared at annual staff meeting (high expectations, good staff subject 

knowledge, differentiation, effective interventions to address under achievement) 

• Effective teaching strategies and appropriate use of ICT 

• Underpinned by early Years Foundation Stage and Primary Curriculum. 

 

Teaching and Learning 

 

At Newport Infants we believe that literate primary pupils should: 

 

• read and write with confidence, fluency and understanding.  

• be able to orchestrate a full range of reading cues (phonic, graphic, syntactic, contextual) to monitor 

their reading and correct their own mistakes.  

• understand the sound and spelling system and use this to read and spell accurately.  

• have fluent and legible handwriting.  

• have an interest in words and their meanings and a growing vocabulary.  

• know, understand and be able to write in a range of genres in fiction and poetry and understand and be 

familiar with some of the ways in which narratives are structured through basic literacy ideas of 

setting, character and plot.  

• understand, use and be able to write a range of non-fiction texts.  

• plan, draft, revise and edit their own writing using a purple pen.  

• have a suitable technical vocabulary through which to understand and discuss their reading and writing.  

• be interested in books, read with enjoyment and evaluate and justify their preferences.  

• through reading and writing, develop their powers of imagination, inventiveness and critical awareness.  

 

Teaching  

 

The teaching of English will take the form of a daily English lesson that will be in line with the age, stage of 

development and ability of the children being taught.  

 

The objectives in the framework will give the literacy teaching focus and direction which aims for good levels 

of motivation and active engagement for all pupils. To achieve this, teachers use a variety of teaching 

strategies through whole class, shared and guided sessions that also address a range of learning styles (VAK). 

These include:  

 

• Direction – to ensure pupils know what they should be doing, to be aware of the stepping stones and to 

develop key strategies in reading and writing.  

• Modelling – discussing the features of written texts through shared reading books and extracts.  

• Scaffolding – providing writing frames for shared composition.  

• Explanation – to clarify and discuss.  

• Questioning – including higher order questioning to probe pupil’s understanding and to extend their 

ideas,  

• Speaking and Listening – discussing, arguing, listening and responding.  

• Demonstration – e.g. to teach letter formation, join letters, read punctuation, use a dictionary.  
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• Listening to and responding – e.g. to stimulate and extend pupils’ contributions, to discuss/evaluate 

their presentations.  

 

Early Years  

 

Children get full access to all requirements for their year group through work in whole class and guided 

activities. Foundation guidance provides a steer for ensuring that the youngest children engage in appropriate 

activities. They include well planned purposeful activities which provide a rich context for learning. We consider 

that enjoyment and experimentation are key features of a successful learning and plan a balance of adult-led, 

adult-directed and child-led activities. We plan for a designated time for language and Literacy with 

opportunities for whole class, guided, group and individual work.  

 

At Newport Infant School we value greatly the contribution that speaking and listening makes to English and 

indeed the wider curriculum. Speaking and listening activities, therefore, form a large part of our early years’ 

Communication and Literacy teaching with many activities being planned for separately and in addition to the 

English session. 

 

Time out of the language and Literacy session is used to work with some groups on word level or guided work 

when appropriate. We use Read, Write Inc. throughout Foundation and Key Stage One.  

 

The notion of the Literacy lesson develops over the term/year extending the interactive whole class session 

gradually for the youngest children. Other areas of the curriculum provide opportunities for children to apply 

and further develop their language and English skills. Children developing independence are given a high priority 

and adult intervention will support this and will also focus on the language and English elements of the activities. 

 

Equal opportunities, inclusion and SEN  

 

As a school we are committed to the premise that every child, irrespective of race, gender or ability is entitled 

to a broad and balanced curriculum and that the curriculum we teach should reflect the diversity of the society 

in which we live.  

Activities are suitably differentiated and challenging to allow all pupils (including less able, more able and gifted 

children, EAL) of all ages and abilities full access to the Literacy curriculum.  

 

Roles and Responsibilities  

 

Role of the subject leader:  

 

To ensure:  

 

• That the policy is implemented consistently across the school.  

• To support colleagues in the development of detailed planning that takes account of the units of work 

and objectives outlined in the primary framework.  

• To identify areas for further staff development and to ensure that staff have access to opportunities 

to address these.  

• To support colleagues with record keeping and assessment in Literacy.  

• To monitor progress and evaluate assessment to advise the senior leadership team on action needed to 

address specific issues.  

• To monitor the delivery of the primary framework within school.  

• To monitor medium and short term planning.  
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• To keep up to date with developments in the subject area and disseminate information to colleagues as 

appropriate.  

• To take responsibility for the purchase and organisation of Literacy resources.  

 

Role of the teacher:  

 

To ensure:  

 

• That the teaching of English secures the best learning for all children and provides opportunity and 

challenge.  

• That an emphasis is placed on carefully planned, purposeful and well directed teaching and learning 

and learning takes into account any assessments.  

• Marking is completed in line with the school marking policy to move learning forward.  

• That the learning environment is stimulating, supports learning and celebrates children’s achievement 

through the use of working walls.  

 

Role of the Governing Body  

 

To ensure that they are kept fully informed by the head teacher and senior leadership team regarding the 

current state and future development of English. All governors are linked to learning teams and undertake 

monitoring activities which are related to the learning team action plan. (Learning walks, talking to children, 

looking at children’s work)  

 

Planning  

 

The school scheme of work and medium term planning is based on the Early Years Foundation Stage objectives 

and objectives and units from the English framework and on the assessment of specific language needs of the 

pupils.  

 

Essential elements for effective short term planning should include:  

 

• Age appropriate objectives (including spoken language)  

• Teaching related to prior learning.  

• Differentiation.  

• High order questioning.  

• Teaching strategies:  

• Success Criteria  

• Shared reading/writing, Guided reading/writing, Independent tasks.  

• Assessment opportunities  

• Resources  

• Deployment of additional adults  

• Use of cross curricular links.  

 

Differentiation  

 

Differentiation can be achieved through:  

 

- Modification of resources  

- Modified success criteria  

- Questioning  
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- Extension and open ended tasks  

- Level of support: scaffolding and prompts, TA/ other adult/ peer support.  

- Target setting  

- Expectation  

- By outcome  
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Appendix 1 

Common Exception words in Year 1 

the our do today 

of said says 
are 

were was is his 

has  you your 

they by my  

she   me 

no  
so 

one 

 the re where some 

once ask friend school 

push pull full house 
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                                                                Appendix 1a 

 

 
 

Common Exception words in Year 2 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

door floor poor because 

find kind mind behind 

child children wild climb 

most only both told 

old gold cold hold 

eve everybody even pretty 

great break steak beautiful 

fast last past after 

father class grass pass 

path bath plant hour 

move prove improve sure 

sugar 
eye whole clothes 

could should would who 

any many busy again 

people  Mrs parents 

Christmas money 

half 

about 
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